Computer Science League of Learning
presents

Programming Workshops

Never programmed before?
No problem!

Maybe you did once and remember
almost none of it

Or maybe you just want to learn
something new

Or perhaps you just want to learn
some magic!

These workshops are designed to introduce you to basic computer programming concepts while giving you practical experience in a programming language. This semester we are offering the following four workshops:

**Introduction to R programming** - Feb. 5th at 6pm
R is a powerful mathematical programming language that can help you with any of your data analysis need

**Python 1** - February 12th at 6pm
Learn the basics of the easy-to-learn Python programming language

**Python 2** - February 19th at 6pm
A follow-up to Python 1 that allows you to explore using some of the available Python packages

**LATEX** - February 26th at 6pm
Great for writing scientific papers or your thesis!

http://tinyurl.com/cslool2015workshops